
I am walking up the metal staircase of a public square and recognize the yellow hat of a Jewish lady. She is the aunt of a friend and is seating with her American mother. I immediately start going down the staircase and avoid to meet her after I have been shouting at her to get out in German. 

A friend drives us in front of a supermarket and goes in but the car stands in the middle of the road and we have to park it. I then also go in with my grandfather bending with fruit boxes on his back. My cousin is also there and he just got his jaw removed. I hold it and take pieces of meat out.

I get in a cabin and find an old classmate. His father was also an old colleague of my stepfather and I tell him to join us. He comes but my classmate's father is asleep. When he finally wakes up they start playing and he shows my stepfather a rugby movement throwing him down on the floor.

I am walking a steep road up a snowy hill and see that a pickup is coming down. I then move to the side and let it pass. It is the wife of a stone cutter and I go to see while he lifts a giant piece of dark marble and places it inside the pickup. I walk under the small crane but nothing happens.

I am hiking in a valley with my parents but lose the way. I actually find it again going uphill. A I show my stepfather how it was continuing from the opposite hill a man on a donkey comes our way. We follow him to his property but their big dog is loose. He comes close to us but doesn't attack. 

I park behind my sister's car in front of an old friend's house. He actually arrives with his car and tells me that he needs that parking. There is another free in front but he insists and pulls out a gun to threaten me. By the time I move out there is no longer any parking available.

We have some friends at our apartment and an American girl is trying to talk to my wife. She is going to apply for research money using the theme of cement. She keeps talking about it and moves to the living room but my wife is not listening and stays in the small kitchen with me.

I am in a dormitory with a horse sleeping between the beds. A guy takes a motor saw to chop his back legs and I throw myself in the bed not to get kicked. A girl also goes to bed and a guy holds her before she goes up. He praises he and she decides to give a low job to everyone.

I am home in the evening and call a Cuban art critic living in America. I actually make sure of the hour there but he just woke up. I ask him about the weather and he tells me that there is allot of snow there too. I then tell him of my project I am doing and ask him if he wants to write about it.

I am in a circle of guys doing push ups. We are actually too close to each other and I ask  the instructor to spread us. He then tells those that feels too tight to move to the empty spots. We do so but then he gets us to reform the circle and we get squeezed again.

I am on a hill in the middle of the city stretching my legs on a bench when I see my aunt and my twin cousins approaching. She then shows me the new colorful helmets they got and we move inside a supermarket to keep talking. I try to do some stretching there but it is too tight and I go out.

I am in a park trying to do martial art but forgot the steps. A guy then presents to everyone an homeless who can do it. He performs it in a glass cage but it is more like a dance. As he gets  introduced to the park director I go back inside to try again but a couple wants to give me a ride to eat.

I go to visit my Norwegian colleague in his office. As he shows me the prototypes they build with sensors and motors he proposes me to work for him as a graphic designer. I will have to do a test with an old classmate who is good with 3D graphics. I then propose her that we could share the job.

I am with the father of a small kid telling him about our time abroad. I show him on my phone the building I am rendering and assign a material to the roof. I drag a red sphere onto it but all the building turns into large red tiles. As I orbit around it I realize that they even stick out like a bridge.

I am home checking the messages on my social networks and find that they are only scams. My wife comes in and I turn it off to tell her that I got accepted to a master of fine arts. I explain how good of an opportunity it is and she doesn't get angry but seems happy for me.

I am walking out at night with my old winter jacket under my arm. I look for a place where to throw it and go to a small square but there only recycle bins. I actually remember that the bin for the general trash is next to our condominium and walk back to throw my jacket there.

I get a message from my parents telling me that the winter vacations got extended. They think we are still in the country and ask if we want to spend more time together. I can see from a picture that my sister and her family are also spending the vacations with them and their newly born kid.

I follow my wife to her work and she gives me a box of chocolate to take home. I then go downstairs and find that there is a metro stop for the employers. I anyway go to the one below but forget the box on the other side of the platform. A train comes and I manage to go across it to fetch the box.

I am seating on a tram behind some black people. One of them is talking about his painted nails and I realize that his face is also painted. He tells me that he uses blue ink and I show him the white super hero dress I have under my clothes. I also have a mask and wear it to show how it looks.

I am looking at a documentary showing a rock monolith in the Middle East. There is a bus of tourist passing by and I observe the interesting stratifications. As I look higher I realize that there are two masts sticking through the top. It is a sailing boat that was capsized there centuries ago.   

I am with my best friend's father and he shows me the painted panels they have installed around their new house. We then take a tour inside with his wife and look at the frescoes in the different rooms. As he shows me those of an unknown artist my wife also joins us for a drink in their bar.

I am seating in the bedroom floor reading a collection of stories that a guy has given me. He was actually the author and I also have other books inside a paper bag. I take one out and find that there are some bookmarks. I then realize that he has only written few chapters of these other books.

I am cooking some minced meat and sing a romantic song thinking about my dead grandmother. As I remember how good of a cook she was I pour all the juice of a can of peaches inside the pan. I keep on stirring and suddenly realize that it might not be a good combination with the meat.

I am in an island with my son and show him a metal fence to block the lava. It is all bent and we go across to the sea. There is a man there who has made a balustrade to his kids but tells them not to go in the water. We go in and it is much colder then the sea on the other side of the island.

I am in a nice wooden chalet with my wife and we decide to go to another chalet. I then go to my room to pack my things but suddenly remember that I have actually booked three nights there and we only spent one. We might have to stay there as I am not sure we can cancel the reservation. 

I am with my cousin and follow my stepfather in an Anglican church. We bow repetitively in front of the altar and go down a spiral staircase to a museum. It is actually an English writer's house that they want to visit but the entrance fee is very expensive and we are the only ones there.

I wake up in an a hostel of an old Italian city with my artist friends. It is our last day and they want to go to an island but I have too much luggage and head to the station. I fetch the wrong bus and get off but I will need to walk as I have no more tickets.

I am calling my family after a long time and my stepfather answers. I then move in our small bedroom when I can talk quietly and say hi to him. He is very happy to hear from me but I soon realize that he thinks I am his nephew.

I am in a gym for people who just had a knee surgery and need to use a machine to pump blood back in their legs. I should move them all on one side to film them but only one is training. The nurse is not helping but a Norwegian friend is there and I go to the opposite side to convince her. 

I am going with a girl in an elevator of an hotel and she takes hold of my hand. As we are about to get to the reception she kisses me. We walk out of the hotel that is dark and look for my car in the empty parking lot but think that I should first tell her about my family.

I finish a workshop at my son's kindergarten and decide to go home with me His teacher actually tells me that only grandparents take kids home so early but I explain her that I used to do it when I was young. We then go out and sneak inside a house where we steal the big bra of a woman.

I take my son to an American movie theater and we get in the line. A lady working there asks him if he wants to seat with the other kids in the front but he doesn't want to. We then proceed to a bar where we have to listen to a man playing country music before moving in the actual theater.

My Colombian student shows me a prototype of a car with two super heroes. The sound doesn't work and we are called in another room to present. I bring my big computer and plug in the projector cable. I want to show a famous fantasy film but it is already playing and it is almost finished.

I am with my best friend and my sister at the airport waiting to pick up our bags from a security scanner. They actually come really fast and my sister picks all of them. There is a box with a special fertilizer inside and I get it from her while she shows my best friend her new reflex camera.

An English man crosses the Chinese sea with an army of indigenous. He actually makes it all the way to Australia where the supreme general receives him with his modern army on the shore. The latter wants to keep some of his indigenous but they all turn to the sea ready to go back home.

A man is in a carriage with a young lady and kisses her. He then shows her the amusement park they are approaching but still have to cross a small desert. There are wolves there ready to attack them and they step out laying on their bellies. One of the wolves runs back home to alert her son.

I am with my father in an island when he tells me that he decided to move to the Sardinia. I actually have a newspaper and look for a flight ticket. He actually wants a direct flight but I think it is very hard because it is also an island. He has no other choices as he will need to move all his stuff.

I am having lunch with my parents and my mother tells me about my stepfather when I was a kid. I thought he always came back late from work but she tells me that he was always arriving on time. I then realize how good he has been with us and I decide to make him my real father.

I am at my parents' place and meet my stepfather by the small library. He is very angry and demands to know if I have eaten from a wrap of aluminum foil in the fridge. I don't even know what was inside and he explains that he had his olives. I didn't do it but remember that I still have a book.

I reach with my artist friends the last floor of a condominium and get some Japanese paper. As we walk down again my Colombian friend wraps his paper while I spill soy sauce on it. We actually meet an Asian guy who invites us to his pub in the courtyard. We then go there and order a toast.

I am installing some mannequins all around an empty room and find that they can animate. They are actually small kids and some of them walks out. I follow them but it is raining and my hairs starts to get wet. I have some  hard gel on and quickly move back inside before it all melts.

I get to a market and ask an Arab for a persimmon and bread. I actually hear some female sellers that the good bread comes on the mountain fair. I then ask him which mountain they are talking about and he tells me a name. I have never heard of it but tell him that it is close to my village. 

I am with my wife and kid and visit a condominium in my home town. It was constructed after the war but the wooden terrace seems new. We are actually very high and I am afraid to walk down. I call the elevator instead but it is too tight and I get squeezed on the rolling band of the engine.

I am at a café inside a mall with an English professor and my Polish friend. The latter is telling him about a documentary we just made and suggests that he could be the director. As the professor leaves I realize that my friend is actually my cousin. His belly ache and he can only drink beer.

I am walking a road up hill and pass by a shop where I just stole a tag with the price. The owner comes out and thinks that the wind has blown it away. As I reach the top of the hill I realize that there are allot of people sledding down to the lake but they only catch speed at the very bottom.

I am in an American gallery with a pile of drawings but the gallerist is not interested. As he talks to another artist I order them in smaller piles. He actually sees me and gets really interested about them. I leave him one of the piles to exhibit but he wants to do it in the fall when I will be gone. 

I am about to bike up my native mountains with a friend when we meet another biker. She is not a local and we suggest her to follow us. We then start biking up all together but it is too steep and we almost fall back. I actually used to do it without any problems but I am no longer young.

I am with my old friends in a town but they all want to go home even if it is still sunny. I stick with one who recognizes some tall black guys. I also know them from before and shake their hands. As I tell them about my years abroad I show my son's fake tattoo and he shows a scar in his back.  

I get in my new art school and find that an Italian guy has written on a window that he is looking for a gallery. I join a ceramic lecture and listen to the teacher who shows very nice illustrations. A French guy comes in and starts talking to his friends. I can't hear and pick him by the collar.

I am in the attic of an old museum with the director and listen to our guide. He points at the ceiling and asks us why do we think it is made of bricks and not wood. He explains that it is because it used to filter rain water. There used to be a man fixing the bricks but now they are all in disorder.

I am driving with my father-in-law in the highway around his city and find that there is still allot of traffic even though it is new. We actually pass by a small hill that caterpillars are excavating. I then ask my father-in-law if they are going to construct there but they are only making a cave.

I am walking with my son on a path and find another path that takes us on top of a hill. It is actually an abandoned condominium and we go to the very top. We find our old Chinese apartment and go out in the terrace but I can see all the skyscrapers around and feel we are too high up.

I am naked in my apartment getting ready to shower and wash my penis that is wet with sperms. I actually hear my friends voices outside and put my underwear on to go down and help them. They have moved my stuff on a big pickup and I lift a very heavy box and download it for them.

I am at my grandmother's family house when an old relative tells me about my grandfather's funeral. I am left alone and get ready to cry but my grandmother's brother arrives. As he tells me that the relative was full of shit I accidentally press a button on the wall and a tend starts coming down.

I am at my parents' place and tell my rich uncle that we just sold our apartment. He then suggests us to invest on a new apartment in a countryside village. As he describes the interiors my mother comes and gives him an expensive sleeping bag but he also wants the cover that goes with it.

I am on a boat and see the giant metal signs of an island. As I am thinking also of using a sign for my country place I realize that the boat is also of heavy metal. The captain can barely drive it and we almost capsize. There is actually an half sunk wooden boat ahead and we almost crash into it.

I am walking and find a large field all covered with snow. I can still hear the city noise but find the footprints of a deer. I follow them up a hill and then seat. I am actually in the shadow and slide down a bit to the sun but catch too much speed and go all the way down hill.

I go to the ground floor of an hospital and seat with some guys. A girl is actually my boss and wants me to take a picture of an artist friend who is being hospitalized. I take several head shots of him and show them to her but then realize that the best is an older one I took the previous day.   

I am with my mother who is helping me out to prepare a Saint Valentine present for my girlfriend. I am trying to put a balloon shaped like an heart in a greeting card. It is actually very frustrating and I anyway realize that my girlfriend is a cousin who I have barely met and really don't like. 

I am with my grandfather in his living room and he is tells a girl how old his furnitures are. She goes home really impressed but then he tells me how hard he had to struggle to get rich. He changed work every two weeks and finally got a company to sell his high quality cashmere products.

I am walking in the suburbs with my son and find the bakery of an English man. We get in and choose two cinnamon rolls. I pay them and get them really cheap with a discount for the people living there. We actually live in another neighborhood but just pay and go out on the benches to eat.

I am at the entrance of a small supermarket with my uncles. He was actually diagnosed with cancer and I don't know what to talk about. I then turn to my small cousin who is taking a final exam and tell him a phrase in Latin. He knows how to translate it and I start piling coins on a chip can.

I get in a crowded café and find a free table where to draw. I actually push a girl drinking hot chocolate and when the waiter asks I also order a cup. An old homosexual is actually in front of me staring and I start to offend him. He turns but then the girl starts touching my arm while she talks.

I am in class and print a picture I made for an assignment. The teacher goes around to collect the printouts but refuses mine. I then realize that it is in black and white and that it is hard to see the superhero mask I made. My Polish friend suggests that I print it in colours and I go out to do it.

I am on a ski slope training with my son's kindergarten. I actually have some strange plastic skies I cannot wear. It is my turn and I go out anyway trying to slalom but the skies are loose in the back and I turn too wide. My son's teacher reproaches me but I already know my mistakes.

I ask a girl about a master course that I am about to begin. She tells me that it is on the other side of town and shows me a picture of them skiing on a hill. It is too steep and I don't want to see it but then she shows me a comedy they made. My parents are also there and we watch it together.  

I am in a changing room and find a little girl trying to do martial arts. I then show her how to keep the right posture and she wants me to be her teacher. I actually have to go to my parents out in the stadium. It is dark and I bark to them but there are some real dogs barking back and I wait. 

I am in a kitchen cooking salmon for my sister. I mix it with Greek cheese and olives but she tells me that our neighbours are also joining. It is not enough but she already took an extra salmon out of the freezer. It is actually a whole package and we would only need one slide but there are two.

A detective transforms into a little mouse but gets afraid to go in a dark room where his suspects are doing an illegal experiments. He goes in anyway and finds a big dog with his mouth open. He starts running out in the corridor but the dog is only a small Chinese dragon worn by his suspects.

I reach a town at night with two Indian scholars. They start walking ahead of me and turn left. The university where we should go is just ahead and I tell them to continue but they turn around and start walking the opposite direction. They keep on talking to each other and ignore me.

I am in the small kitchen of an art institution and meet my old curator friend.  I then ask him if everything is fine with his house and he tells me that they have no problems but the neighbours. He then leaves to attend a venue downstairs and I tell him that I will be there with my wife.

My best friend is showing my stepfather the pictures of an excursion he did without me. There was actually an older man hiking with them and he calls him one of my relatives. My stepfather understands that he is someone from my father's family and wants to know who he is but then leaves.

I am in the garden with my mother who shows me the car keys hidden on top of the wheel. I then use them to open the garage and start parking. There is actually a neighbour that comes with a big pick up and hits me. I leave it on the road and go out but find that there are no scratches.

I am ice skating in the small pond of my native village. I am actually really fast but there are too many puddles and I decide to stop. I then go to remove my skates behind a pile of snow but there are already a bunch of people. I tell them to watch for my blades and seat at the very end.

I am on a carriage with my mother listening to another mother about her daughter who will have to learn three languages at school. We come to a market square and I see my son with his mother. I then jump down dressing like an Arab and join them. We then play flute for the Mongolian class.

I am in a ski resort and look at the cross country skiers going up the slope for downhill ski. I then also do it but going up in steps. We then reach the top and can go down. I do it in full speed to make it up the other slope but I loose control and fall down dislocating my arms and legs. 

My new boss scolds me and threatens to punish me with a Japanese stick but then lets me go back to work with my Greek friend. As I seat down next to him we hear a very loud noise coming from the next room. We go to check and find a gas tank with the valve open but we can't turn it off.

I am sent to a studio in a mall and ask the people inside where I should work. I tell them my skills and they send me to do textures but other colleagues arrive and they are much better at it. They then put me in a dark room and a girl gives me her desk by a window but it is too small.

I get in the big car of a guy who is selling it. We then go to show it to my wife but go back to pick up my phone in my car. He actually picks his mail on the way and I realize that he has my last name. I am excited to meet him but he stops to pee blood and I understand that he is an alcoholic.

I am in a park and meet a Swedish couple I knew from China. The husband tells me that they are moving to Puerto Rico for work but the wife is not really happy. She tells me how much they start liking it back home but her kid is under her skirt and repeats that they are moving to Puerto Rico.

I am with an old friend at night waiting for another friend to pick us up. He doesn't come and we get a ride from my stepfather. As we are in the car I get a call from him and decide to meet up in a bar of another village. We actually arrive to a big church and I go down to a small chapel to pray. 

I am with a group of Chinese eating and ask them how many of them are from the city. One of them points a couple that are not. They are actually from the south and I can tell from their physiognomy. Another Chinese woman is actually an Irish descendant and I realize that her hairs are red. 

I am walking out on a field and come to a muddy road. I don't know if I should walk on it since there are allot of footprints but I realize that they are from some Russian protesters who have turned into a parking lot. I then walk to where they turned but find that the road is still muddy.

My wife and I are in small living room with my sister's family and a friend's family planing a trip together. They actually show us a very cheap cruise they found for all of us. It is really convenient but we have already booked an expensive trip to the North and don't know how to tell them.

I am with my son in a classroom playing with a classmate. He actually uses my belt to beat him up and his mother gets angry. She will write to all the parents about it and I start insulting her. We then go down to the airport outside and I tell my kid that I will make the lady fly up to an plane.

I get in a bus at night and find two girls. All other passengers have already got off but one of them is hiding. I then understand that she wants to ride back without having to pay for a new ticket. I actually got an empty bucket when I paid for mine and I give to her in case she gets caught.

My kid's teacher is showing us some pictures of some ancient graves in the north of Africa. We come to a very big one that we actually visited and I tell her how we were bordering with the desert. It wasn't actually so warm and we had an Arab guide showing us around.

I am following a guy in a besieged city and walk really fast not to get caught. We come to the market that we are actually flying but a seller tells us to exchange a new hat with the old one of a costumer who just left. We do so but do not ask the latter for any money as we were told to.

I get to the banks of a river and find a family playing soccer with a beach ball. As I look at the father wearing a cheap hat for teenagers I walk down to the river. His teenager son actually hits me with the ball and he promptly apologizes. I then understand that they are from my own country.

I am seating with my son having a picnic on the grass and catch him staring at a couple. They actually walk in the water and go hiding among the canes. My son follows them but the water is too deep. I rescue him that he is fully underwater and the current is almost too strong to pull him up.

I go to the school where I used to teach and see a Chinese student who should sell me his phone. He doesn't stop and I follow him to his studio but he tells me that he wants to keep it.  I then tell him that a new phone is much faster to take pictures but see that he is doing allot of electronics.

I am in the teacher room and seat with a colleague. There are some pizzas on the small table but are all sweet. There is actually a salted one that my colleague starts picking but it is from another colleague. She actually leaves us some slices but I don't want them because of the banana topping.

I am by a racetrack and see a famous Italian pilot arriving. He is actually skating and he is the first but another soon passes him. The latter is much faster and we follow him to his relatives' apartment to celebrate. I realize that they are all Swedish and that is way he is so good skating.

I am following my old classmates through a long corridor. We are actually going in a cinema to watch a film and I hurry ahead to seat close to a nice girl. I then seat alone in a row but my ugly classmates are also there and asks me to come closer even though I put my jacket between us.

I am with an old friend to a fair but we need tickets. We then seat on a long table to see if there is anyone I know who can help us. My friend takes a whole bottle for him but someone tells him to use a glass. It is my father with a friend and we start chatting about another film maker friend. 

I am walking on a hill and come to a farm with dogs. They are growling but it is because of a runaway dog behind me. The owner comes out to get him and I wait for my son who is inside getting a plaster on his broken arm. As he comes out I realize that they have also amputated him a finger.

I am in an office and hear a colleague making loud comments. He is actually with a client and they seem to be in friendly terms. The colleague is seating on a desk facing us and I realize that he is the boss of our studio. I then wonder how he can be that but find a professional mail he wrote us.

I am helping my son who has just built a whole castle. I use a pink tape to fix it but the back wall starts falling. I then ask for his help and he generates a small dinosaur who goes inside and kills a monster swimming underwater. I then try to put up the wall again and it now sticks very well.

I am in an apartment with my wife and I realize that I still haven't got paid at work. We are going back to Europe and I decide to go there with a friend to get my money. We then go to the entrance and start shooting the roof with machine guns. There are actually allot of cameras and policemen.

I am driving home but get blocked by the American military. My passport is too suspicious and they put me to sleep in a barrack after giving me a banana. There is already a girl sleeping inside and my cousins are trying to get on her. She is pushed towards me and we sneak out to get pizza.


